Pure MnN and ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys are investigated using the ab initio generalized gradient approximation +U ͑GGA+ U͒ or the hybrid-exchange density-functional ͑B3LYP͒ methods. These methods are found to predict dramatically different electronic structure, magnetic behavior, and relative stabilities compared to previous density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ calculations. A unique structural anomaly of MnN, in which local-density calculations fail to predict the experimentally observed distorted rocksalt as the ground-state structure, is resolved under the GGA+ U and B3LYP formalisms. The magnetic configurations of MnN are studied and the results suggest the magnetic state of zinc-blende MnN might be complex. Epitaxial calculations are used to show that the epitaxial zinc-blende MnN can be stabilized on an InGaN substrate. The structural stability of ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys was examined and a crossover from the zinc-blende-stable alloy to the rocksalt-stable alloy at an Mn concentration of ϳ65% was found. The tendency for zinc-blende ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys to phase separate is described by an asymmetric spinodal phase diagram calculated from a mixed-basis cluster expansion. This predicts that precipitates will consist of Mn concentrations of ϳ5 and ϳ50% at typical experimental growth temperatures. Thus, pure antiferromagnetic MnN, previously thought to suppress the Curie temperature, will not be formed. The Curie temperature for the 50% phase is calculated to be T C = 354 K, indicating the possibility of high-temperature ferromagnetism in zinc-blende ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys due to precipitates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manganese mononitride ͑MnN͒ exhibits unique characteristics among d 4 transition-metal compounds such as CrX͑VI͒ or MnX͑V͒ both in terms of its structural chemistry and magnetic spin configuration. Its partial solubility in III-V semiconductors and ensuing ferromagnetism ͑FM͒ has led to a general interest both in pure MnN and in diluted forms such as ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys. However, despite the success of approximate forms of density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ in describing the electronic structure and magnetic properties of many Mn and Cr monopnictides and monochalcogenides ͓Table I ͑Refs. 1-22͔͒, the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ and the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ are found to break down in the case of MnN, which has lead to confusing and conflicting descriptions in the literature. In this work, we address these problems and offer simple solutions.
The unique structural anomaly of MnN-the rocksalt (RS) vs zinc-blende (ZB) stability problem: Binary d
4 transitionmetal chalcogenides and pnictides crystallize in the sixfold coordinated ͑CN6͒ NiAs or rocksalt type structures ͑Table I͒. Curiously, the LDA/GGA approximations to the densityfunctional theory predict the ground state of MnN to be a fourfold coordinated ͑CN4͒ ZB structure, whereas the observed sixfold coordinated distorted RS form is ϳ115 meV/cation higher in energy, as described in previous literature [3] [4] [5] and the present calculations ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. This anomaly is significant because fourfold coordinated magnetic semiconductors feature prominently in proposed spintronic applications, 23, 24 and because alloys of ZB MnN with zinc-blende III-V compounds, such as Mn-doped GaN, AlN, and InN, occupy a central role in such scenarios. ZB MnN has therefore been the subject of numerous calculations. [3] [4] [5] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Recently, it has been suggested that the observed distorted rocksalt ground state 1,2,34-36 was stabilized by the presence of 4% nitrogen vacancies. 3 However, MnN rocksalt structure samples have been reported to have the ideal 1:1 Mn:N stoichiometry. [34] [35] [36] In this work, we will show that the structural LDA/GGA anomaly in MnN is due to the Mn spin-up highest occupied molecular orbitals ͑HOMO͒ being too high in energy and the spin-down lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals ͑LUMO͒ being too low, reflecting the underlying failure of the self-interaction to cancel. The error can be rectified by shifting down the occupied Mn d orbitals, for example, by using an GGA+ U approach or hybrid density functionals. Figure 1͑a͒ shows the results obtained via GGA+ U, where the sixfold coordinated distorted rocksalt MnN with ideal stoichiometry is correctly predicted to be the ground-state structure. The electronic structure is also metallic 36 in the observed antiferromagnetic configuration and the lattice parameters, a = 4.288 Å and c = 4.228 Å, agree very well with the experimental values ͓a = 4.256 Å and c = 4.189 Å ͑Refs. 1 and 34͔͒. 37 The complex magnetic behavior of rocksalt and zincblende MnN: The GGA+ U functional predicts the experimentally observed antiferromagnetic ͑AF1͒ configuration to be the lowest energy for the rocksalt structure, and a halfmetallic ferrimagnetic configuration ͑FI͒ for zinc blende. A level diagram model used to explain the magnetic stability in zinc-blende ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys 38 predicts structures with highspin electronic structures to have FM configurations, leading to the conclusion that this model cannot be extended to explain the complicated magnetic behavior of MnN. The total energies of the FM and the various AF configurations that have been investigated are slightly above that of FI, suggesting that the real configuration of ZB MnN at equilibrium volumes might in fact be complex.
Can ferromagnetic zinc-blende MnN be stabilized epitaxially? Ferromagnetic spin coupling between 3d atoms with partially occupied orbitals can be stabilized by increasing the FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Total energies vs hydrostatic volume plots and relative energies for the RS ͑green/blue͒ and ZB ͑red/purple͒ phases as calculated by ͑a͒ GGA+ U and ͑b͒ GGA. B3LYP relative energies are given in square brackets. Magnetic states are FM ͑b͒, AF1-1 monolayer ͑001͒ ͑᭝͒, FI ͑ᮀ͒, and AF3-2 monolayers ͑001͒ ͑᭞͒. 39 This is because the ensuing narrowing of the bands could overcome the intra-atomic exchange interaction, which would otherwise lead to AF spin coupling. This trend is demonstrated in Table I by the transition from antiferromagnetism of the small lattice constant structure RS MnN to a mixed spin configuration in RS MnP and finally to a FM configuration in the larger lattice-constant structures RS MnAs and RS MnSb. Thus, an obvious way to design materials with a ferromagnetic spin configuration is to engineer volume expansion. Having established that the ZB structure of MnN, with a greater tendency for FM interactions compared to RS is higher in energy than the RS ground state ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, we next face the question of how to bring down the energy of the ZB structure. Volume expansion, in controlled experiments, cannot be achieved through simple hydrostatic means but by growing epitaxially on a substrate. In other words, in order to stabilize the fourfold coordinated ZB phase, one needs to explore the energy and spin configurations of ZB coherently confined in two dimensions to substrate lattice parameters. This may have an additional effect of changing the magnetic configuration. Previous theoretical calculations that investigated the stabilization of hydrostatically expanded fourfold coordinated magnetic compounds, in principle, should have included ͑biaxial͒ epitaxial geometries, not just ͑triaxial͒ hydrostatically expanded zinc-blende structures ͑Ref. 7 and references therein͒. Epitaxial calculations have been performed previously for a few 3d chalcogenides and pnictides ͑Table I͒, and the epitaxial ZB is found to only be stabilized with respect to the sixfold structures for CrS and CrSe. For ZB CrS, the magnetic configuration is AF, not FM. For ZB CrSe, a FM configuration may be expected but a substrate with sufficiently large lattice constant is not readily available. Here, we demonstrate epitaxial calculations of MnN both in the RS and the ZB phases, showing that on a substrate with lattice constant larger than 4.75 Å ͑10% larger than the equilibrium RS-MnN value of 4.3 Å͒ the epitaxial-ZB phase is thermodynamically more stable than the epitaxial RS.
Can zinc blende be stabilized over rocksalt by alloying with GaN? Another way to design volume expansion ͑i.e., increase the interatomic Mn-Mn separation͒ is to alloy MnN within a nonmagnetic host such as GaN. Indeed, homogeneous alloys such as ͑Ga,Mn͒N and ͑Ga,Mn͒As at dilute Mn concentrations are well known to exhibit ferromagnetism with ͑Ga,Mn͒N predicted to achieve ferromagnetism above room temperature. 40 Given that, however, the ground state of Mn-rich ͑Ga,Mn͒N ͑e.g., MnN itself͒ is sixfold coordinated rocksalt, it is important to establish at which composition range the fourfold structure is more stable than the sixfold structure. We compared the energies of the ZB and RS structures of the ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloy, using supercells of "special quasirandom structures" ͑SQS͒, and found a crossover from the ZB-stable alloy to RS-stable alloy at a Mn concentration equal to or exceeding x Mn ϳ 65%.
Phase separation in zinc-blende (Ga,Mn)N alloys may lead to high Curie temperature ferromagnetic precipitates:
We next examine whether one can expect homogeneous phases or an inhomogeneous phase separation into Mn-rich and Ga-rich phases within the ZB-stable domain of the ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloy. To this end, we will describe a clusterexpansion ͑CE͒ calculation for the zinc-blende ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloy based on over 40 total-energy GGA calculations. In this case, we apply a fixed moment approach that closely mimics the physics of the GGA+ U results of Fig. 1͑a͒ . The configurational total energies are mapped onto a generalized Isingtype expansion, and the magnitude and type of pair and many-body interactions are determined by this mapping. The ensuing interactions are then used to calculate the temperature-composition phase diagram. Previously published results, using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker ͑KKR͒ method within the coherent potential approximation ͑CPA͒, predicted a symmetric formation enthalpy vs Mn concentration curve, which implies a symmetric miscibility curve, thus, suggesting that the precipitates are essentially pure ZB MnN. 41 Coupled with the LDA/GGA predictions that Mnrich ZB alloys are AF, 38, 42, 43 such results would lead to a prediction of a strong suppression of the Curie temperature, T C , via the AF precipitates. In contrast, we find a strongly asymmetric phase diagram, suggesting that phase separation can occur into precipitates consisting of Mn concentrations of no more than ϳ50%. Calculations on the highconcentration precipitates with x Mn =50% show them to be ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature T C = 354 K in the mean-field approximation. FM that is due to precipitates may explain the observation of ferromagnetism in ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys.
II. DETAILS OF GGA, GGA+ U, AND B3LYP CALCULATIONS
The calculations were performed using ab initio DFT. The GGA and GGA+ U calculations utilized standard PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof ͑PBE͒-projector augmented wave ͑PAW͒ potentials, with a cutoff of 400 eV, and gamma-centered k-point sampling sufficient to converge the total energies to 0.1 meV/cation. 44 The fully relaxed geometry of each structure is optimized by relaxing the cell shape and internal coordinates with varying volume. For the GGA+ U calculations, U = 3.9 and J = 1 was applied to the Mn 3d orbitals. This value of U reproduces the correct thermochemical stability of MnO and Mn 2 O 3 , 45 and agrees with photoemission spectroscopy. 46 Similar values are used in previous calculations on ͑Ga,Mn͒N.
47,48
The all-electron hybrid-exchange DFT calculations are performed using the B3LYP functional 49 ͑with 20% HartreeFock exchange͒, where the crystalline wave functions are expanded as a linear combination of atom-centered Gaussian orbitals ͑LCAO͒. 50 Structures are fully relaxed using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno ͑BFGS͒ algorithm and triple valence basis sets are used: 86-411͑d41͒G for Mn ͑Ref. 51͒ and 7-311G for N. 52 The density of the reciprocal space sampling was enough to converge total energies to 0.1 meV/cation. Figure 1 shows the total energy vs hydrostatic volume of the different MnN phases, where the different spin configu-rations of the rocksalt structure are represented by shades of green/blue and those for the zinc-blende structure are in shades of red. Considering only the structural energies, we see that, with the on-site Coulomb interaction ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, the distorted RS is correctly predicted as the ground state, 1, 34 with ZB being 353 meV/cation higher in energy. The opposite order is found when one uses GGA without U ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ in line with previous GGA calculations. 3, 5 The wurtzite phase ͑not shown͒, found to be 161͑FM͒ -244͑AF1͒ meV/cation higher in energy than the respective phases of ZB in GGA, is comparable in energy in the GGA+ U description ͑13 -20 meV/cation below ZB AF1 and FM energies, respectively͒.
III. UNIQUE STRUCTURAL ANOMALY OF MnN-THE ROCKSALT VS ZINC-BLENDE STABILITY PROBLEM

A. Model of electronic structure of MnN: Effect of on-site Coulomb interaction
The effect of U on the electronic density of states ͑DOS͒ is demonstrated in Fig. 2 In order to ascertain the reliability of the GGA+ U results, calculations with the hybrid-exchange functional, B3LYP, are also performed. B3LYP has been shown to give improved estimates for bandwidths and optical band gaps that are accurate as those obtained with sophisticated correlated calculations or perturbation methods. 53 The relative energies of various spin configurations as obtained by the hybrid functional ͓given in square brackets in Fig. 1͑a͔͒ agree very well with the GGA+ U results. The main features of the GGA + U DOS are also reproduced by the B3LYP DOS ͑not shown͒, including the half-metallic FM states with 4 B / Mn magnetic moment. The well-known LDA/GGA tendency for predicting spin-up Mn d levels too high and spin-down Mn d levels too low is therefore evident in this case. 47, 48 The dramatic and quantitative change in DOS on adding on-site Coulomb interaction is not expected in ͑Ga,Mn͒As as the Mn d levels are located mainly within the valence band, not in the gap.
C. Relative stabilities of rocksalt and zinc-blende MnN
The change in relative stabilities of ZB and RS between the GGA and GGA+ U methods can be explained by how much each structure is stabilized in the GGA description. As Figure 1 shows, the energy gain in GGA relative to GGA + U is 0.5 eV greater for ZB than for RS ͑while GGA and GGA+ U energies cannot be compared directly, the relative GGA-GGA+ U differences for the two structures can be compared͒. In GGA the charge transfer described in Fig. 2͑b͒ between the occupied spin-up and unoccupied spin-down orbitals is much greater for ZB than RS. ͑GGA͔͒. Thus, in pure GGA, the stabilization with respect to the GGA+ U description is more for ZB than for RS.
IV. THE COMPLEX MAGNETIC BEHAVIOR OF ROCKSALT AND ZINC-BLENDE MnN
A number of different magnetic configurations are calculated for RS and ZB structures: ͑i͒ FM, all spins parallel in   FIG. 2 . ͑Color online͒ Total density of states of the ferromagnetic zinc-blende MnN in ͑a͒ the high-spin, half-metallic state ͑as predicted by GGA+ U͒ and ͑b͒ the low-spin, metallic state ͑predicted by GGA͒, with the HOMO and valence-band maximum ͑VBM͒ levels indicated. Corresponding energy levels resulting from Mn 3d ͑shown͒-N p ͑not shown͒ interactions. Empty spin-up arrows indicate charge transfer from spin-up ͑↑͒ t + to spin-down ͑↓͒ e − levels. Electronic configuration, magnetic moment ͑ B / Mn͒, and equilibrium lattice constant ͑a eq ͒ are shown.
the ferromagnetic configuration, ͑ii͒ AF1, ͑Mn↑͒ 1 / ͑Mn↓͒ 1 ͑001͒, i.e., monolayer alternation of spins in the ͑001͒ direction, ͑iii͒ FI, ͑3e↑,1e↓͒ in the 4 cation conventional cell, and ͑iv͒ AF3, ͑Mn↑͒ 2 / ͑Mn↓͒ 2 ͑001͒, i.e., bilayer alternation spins in the ͑001͒ direction. Previous studies have focused mainly on the AF1 configuration as this was found to be the lowest magnetic configuration for both distorted RS ͑Refs. 4 and 54͒ and distorted ZB structures 31 with the GGA approach ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. We find that ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒: ͑i͒ Using GGA for ZB MnN, the AF1 state is predicted to be 62, 27 ϳ54, 5 and 46 ͑this work͒ meV/cation lower in energy than FM. ͑ii͒ Using GGA+ U for ZB MnN, AF1 is 98 meV/cation higher in energy than FM, and FI is actually the lowest energy spin configuration found, being 43 meV/cation below FM. ͑iii͒ Using GGA for RS MnN, the lowest energy configuration is AF1, being 96 meV/cation below FM. ͑iv͒ Using GGA+ U for RS MnN gives AF1 as the magnetic ground state ͑85 meV/cation below FM͒, in agreement with experiment. 1, 34 A level diagram previously used to explain the magnetic behavior of ZB ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys predicts low-spin electronic structures to have large p − d coupling and small exchange splitting, and thus AF interactions are favored. 38 This seems to apply to the low-spin GGA results of MnN ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ as the antiferromagnetic configurations are lowest in energy. In contrast, high-spin configurations ͑Fig. 3͒ have smaller p − d coupling ͑due to increase in cell volume͒ and larger exchange splitting. FM interactions should therefore be favored for both RS and ZB MnN ͑Fig. 3͒. Indeed, in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the high-spin GGA+ U results show that the AF configurations are not completely dominant over the FM interactions, and AF1 in fact becomes higher in energy than FM for ZB MnN. However, GGA+ U still gives the lowest energy configurations of RS and ZB to be antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic, respectively. This suggests that the mechanism in MnN is more complicated and the model needs to include effects such as orbital interaction strengths and bond directions.
The fact that the energies of AF3 and FM are just above that of FI suggests that the magnetic ground state of ZB MnN might be complex. MnP, a close relative of MnN, is known to exhibit noncollinear AF ͑AF NC͒ behavior at low temperatures below 47 K and is then FM up to 292 K. 6, 55 GGA calculations on vanadium arsenide suggest that dynamical electron correlations are important in describing the complex magnetic ground state. 56 Moreover recent calculations on MnAs indicate that spins deviate strongly from collinear ordering for low volumes whereas they align in a collinear ferromagnetic fashion for high volumes. 57 This suggests a complex magnetic arrangement for ZB MnN and similar compounds, and caution is required in describing the magnetic ground state of MnN and possibly also to related alloys. Figure 4 shows the total energy for hydrostatic ͑shown in thick lines͒ and epitaxial ͑thin lines͒ changes in volume for the RS and ZB structures. For the epitaxial calculations, the ZB or RS structures are made to coherently adhere to a substrate with lattice constant a s ͑the x axis of the plot͒ whereas the remaining lattice direction ͑as well as cell internal degrees of freedom͒ are relaxed. 7 The bulk and epitaxial curves coincide for a substrate with lattice constant that is equal to the natural bulk equilibrium value. When away from this lattice constant, the epitaxial curve is always lower in energy than the bulk curve because the epitaxial structure is relaxed in one dimension whereas the bulk is relaxed in all directions. 7 The results for the FM and lowest energy configurations for each structure shows that: ͑i͒ Epi-ZB starts having lower energy than epi-RS for substrates with lattice constant a s ‫ء‬ above 4.75 Å. This is 0.45 Å ͑or 10%͒ larger lattice constant than the equilibrium value of 4.3 Å for RS MnN. A suitable substrate might be an alloy of InGaN, with a ϳ43% In composition. 58 which the crossover of epitaxial curves occurs is very different than the lattice constant at which the bulk RS and bulk ZB curves cross ͑a = 4.55 Å͒. The latter crossing is, in fact, meaningless in terms of practical methods of achieving volume expansion. ͑iii͒ The stabilized epitaxial-ZB phase is the half-metallic FI spin configuration with ϳ3.7 B / Mn. The half-metallic FM epitaxial ZB is 38 meV/cation higher in energy. Both AF and FM ZB phases are mechanically stable. The findings show that ZB MnN can be grown in thermal equilibrium on a substrate such as InGaN. Many other materials, e.g., MnAs, MnS, etc. are predicted to be relatively unstable under epitaxial equilibrium conditions but are nevertheless observed in experiment ͑Table I͒. The calculations show how far from equilibrium the experimental conditions can be achieved and highlight potential cases for which special, nonequilibrium conditions are not required, therefore making them more viable materials for wider applications.
V. CAN FERROMAGNETIC ZINC-BLENDE MnN BE STABILIZED EPITAXIALLY?
VI. CAN ZINC-BLENDE BE STABILIZED OVER ROCKSALT BY ALLOYING WITH GaN?
Since epitaxial stabilization of ZB MnN would appear to be possible but difficult, the natural progression for achieving volume expansion in order to obtain ferromagnetism is alloying. As the most stable forms of GaN are fourfold coordinated wurtzite and ZB ͑GaN has been observed in both structures͒, a crossing from RS, the ground state of MnN, to a fourfold coordinated lattice is expected on the mixing of MnN with GaN. We model the random ZB or RS alloy at varying concentrations using SQS fixed to cubic symmetry 59 ͑Fig. 5͒. The occupation of the lattice sites by Mn or Ga atoms is done in a controlled way so as to best mimic the atom-atom correlation functions of the corresponding infinite random arrangement. The SQS consist of 16 cations per unit cell, where the SQS structure at x Mn =50% mimic the random alloy up to the seventh nearest-neighbor ͑nn͒ pair, the seventh triplet, and the second quadruplets. The SQS at x Mn =25/ 75% mimic the random alloy up to the third nn pair correlations and first triplet. The crossing point from RS to ZB, being the most stable, is found to be at an Mn concentration of ϳ65% ͑Fig. 5͒.
VII. PHASE-SEPARATION IN ZINC-BLENDE (Ga,Mn)N ALLOYS MAY LEAD TO HIGH CURIE TEMPERATURE FERROMAGNETIC PRECIPITATES
A. Details of Cluster Expansion calculations
To investigate the microscopic structure of ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys at the composition range where ZB alloys might be expected ͓Fig. 5͔, we have carried out a mixed-basis cluster expansion ͑MBCE͒. In a general cluster expansion, the formation energy, ⌬E͑͒, of a structure, = s 0 , s 1 , ... ,s N ͑i.e., a specific atomic occupation on each lattice͒, consisting of N numbers of atoms, can be expressed in terms of pair and many-body interactions:
where s i is the spin variable ͑s i =−1 or s i = 1 if site i is occupied by atom type A or B, respectively͒, the J ij , J ijk . . . terms are the interaction energies of pair, three-body, etc. figures, and F͑k , ͒ = ͉S͑k , ͉͒ 2 e −͉k͉ 2 / 4x͑1−x͒. The last term is used to describe the atomic size mismatch effects, in which the constituent strain energy term ⌬E CS ͑x , k ͒ is defined as the elastic energy cost to form lattice matching at the interface of two semi-infinite slabs AC and BC of orientation k . Since the lattice mismatch between GaN and MnN zinc-blende structures is small ͑less than 1%͒, the constituent strain energy is set to ⌬E CS ͑x , k ͒ =0. All the quantities which define the MBCE in Eq. ͑1͒ are determined by ab initio total-energy calculations. The interaction energies ͕J ij ,...͖ are obtained by fitting ⌬E CE ͑͒ to a set of ab initio calculated formation energies ͕⌬E LDA ͖͑͒. The total-energy calculations are confined to the FM state and are obtained using the GGA functional with the total magnetic moment fixed to the integer moment of the halfmetallic state. This ensures the correct electronic structure of the FM state ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ while simultaneously utilizing the GGA functional ͑that does not rely on the value of U͒. We consider this fixed moment GGA method to be more reliable for obtaining formation energies. The correct ordering of RS vs ZB for MnN is still obtained with ZB FM being 210 meV/cation higher in energy than RS FM. The directly calculated formation energies using this method are shown in Fig. 6 .
A "leave-many-out" cross-validation ͑CV͒ score is adopted as a fitting quality parameter. 61 The interactions are obtained by first eliminating several ordered structures from the fit and choosing the interactions that results in the best prediction error ͑i.e., the CV score͒ for the eliminated con- figurations. The process is repeated, including more GGA input structures at each step, until a desired accuracy is achieved. A good fit is obtained with 41 input structures, and with seven pair, five triplet, and three quadruplet figures. The final statistical prediction error ͑CV score͒ is 4.10 meV/ cation. The resulting J interaction energies for the pair and many-body interactions are shown in Fig. 7 .
The energy of random alloy is defined as the average of the formation energy over all possible atomic structures:
In random alloys there are no correlations between different lattice sites and so the average of spin product is just simply equal to the product of spin average, i.e., ͗s i s j ͘ = ͗s i ͗͘s j ͘. In addition, there is no distinction between different lattice sites. The averages of each individual spin variable ͑assigned to each lattice site͒ are equal and determined by the composition as ͗s i ͘ = ͗s j ͘ = ͑2x −1͒. The energy of the random alloy is therefore
The free energy of random alloy is expressed as of the random alloy. The spinodal decomposition line is then calculated by searching the composition where the second partial differential of free energy, G͑x , T͒, with respect to Mn composition, x Mn , is equal to zero at a given temperature, T ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒. The miscibility-gap temperature, at the maximum of the spinodal line, is T MG = 2975 K at x Mn =19%. Below this temperature the alloy phase separates. The spinodal line has a negative curvature of H − TS with respect to the Mn concentration, x Mn . The ideal mixing entropy term, −TS, always has a positive curvature, whereas the formation energy, H, of the random solid solution leads to such a negative curvature and thus the instability. It is clear from Fig. 8͑a͒ that the curvature of the formation energy of the ͑Ga,Mn͒N random alloy is smallest around x Mn =65% ͑i.e., the curve is approximately linear͒. Between 200 and 500 K, at around x Mn =65%, the entropy contribution, −TS, can make the solid solution phase metastable ͑i.e., positive curvature of free energy͒, whereas outside this region, the formation energy term H dominates and the solid solution phase is unstable ͑i.e., negative curvature of free energy͒. This yields an unusual inverse-W shaped spinodal line.
We see in Fig. 8͑a͒ that unlike the results obtained in previous literature ͑Fig. 1 in Ref. 41͒ formation energies of the random alloy vs Mn concentration are asymmetric, and thus the corresponding spinodal line is strongly asymmetric about x Mn =50% ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒. At typical growth temperatures ͑500-1000 K͒, the ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloy would phase separate into a GaN-rich solid solution phase at x Mn = ϳ 5% and a secondary phase with no more than x Mn =50%.
C. Asymmetric x vs T phase diagram indicates high Curie temperature precipitates
Since we found that spinodal decomposition would lead to the formation of a Mn-rich alloy in the ZB phase with the approximate composition, Ga 0.5 Mn 0.5 N, or x Mn =50%, we now turn to predicting the magnetic properties of such a compound. Earlier predictions based on LDA calculations described alloys with x Mn Ͼ 25% to have a nonferromagnetic spin-glass magnetic state. 43 However, since AF dominance is found to be reduced in the GGA+ U description for x Mn = 100%, i.e., ZB MnN ͑Sec. IV͒, it is possible that alloys with x Mn Ͼ 25% are in fact FM. We construct a 128 atom Ga 32 Mn 32 N 64 supercell consisting of four repeat units of a 32 atom SQS structure that models the random arrangement of Ga and Mn atoms. From the perspective of the mean-field approximation ͑MFA͒, the decisive quantity for the Curie temperature is ⌬E SD-FM , i.e., the difference between the spindisordered ͑SD͒ and the FM configurations. ͑Note that the failure of the MFA to account for percolation effects 62 is not relevant for the high-concentration case considered here.͒ Thus, within the MFA, T C is then determined by 39 
T C
By sampling four different disordered spin configurations ͑16ϫ up and 16ϫ down randomly distributed among the 32 Mn sites within the Ga 32 Mn 32 N 64 supercell͒, using GGA + U, we determine ⌬E SD-FM =61͑4͒ meV/ Mn, which, using S = 2 for the formal Mn ͑d 4 ͒ configuration, corresponds to a Curie temperature T C MFA = 354 K just above room temperature. Thus, even though GGA+ U finds an FI state that is lowest in energy for pure MnN, the alloy with x Mn =50% is clearly ferromagnetic, indicating that the composition dependent T C ͑x͒ is a nonmonotonic function. T C of homogeneous ZB ͑Ga,Mn͒N and the much higher measured values. 43, 62 Considering the homogeneous, random ZB-͑Ga,Mn͒N alloy, using LDA, one finds that the FM Mn-Mn interactions are strong only for the first nearest neighbors and decrease rapidly thereafter. 43, 47, 63, 64 The reason can be appreciated by considering the dilute limit where the Mn impurity forms a deep, midgap level in GaN with very localized wave functions so Mn-Mn wave functions overlap only at short Mn-Mn distances ͑unlike Mn in GaAs where the acceptor level is shallow and the wave function is extended͒. 65 Thus, quantitative Monte Carlo calculations based on the ab initio Mn-Mn exchange energies have shown that T C of the homogeneous ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys are low ͑well below 100 K͒. [62] [63] [64] 66 ͓This is in contrast to earlier mean-field predictions proposing that ͑Ga,Mn͒N can reach high T C ferromagnetism, facilitated by the short Mn-N bond length and weak spin-orbit interaction 40 .͔ The discrepancy between the low T C predicted for ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys via ab initio calculations of J ij used in Monte Carlo simulation and the rather high T C obtained via experiment prompted the suggestion of the role of precipitates and clusters ͑Ref. 43 and references therein͒. In general, clustering of an otherwise homogeneous alloy is expected to lower T C because the cluster-cluster distances increase with increasing cluster size while the range of their magnetic interactions remain short ranged. 63, 64 However, spinodal phase separation can produce precipitates that contain far more Mn than the equivalent homogeneous alloy. Since ferromagnetism requires that the magnetic interactions percolate and since the percolation threshold for first nearest neighbors in the face-centered-cubic structure is ϳ20%, 43 then precipitates can have x Mn Ͼ 20% even if the homogeneous alloy has less. For ͑Ga,Mn͒N, this scenario is problematic. Recall that LDA/GGA depicts Mn-rich zinc-blende ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys and MnN as having strong antiferromagnetic interactions ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, in contrast with ZB MnAs that is ferromagnetic. The effective increase in Mn concentration due to pure antiferromagnetic MnN precipitates would reduce T C . GGA calculation of precipitates in low x Mn ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys have shown a reduced T C for increasing x Mn , but an increased T C was found when the antiferromagnetic interactions were suppressed in the calculation using LDA+ U. 43 Our revised calculations show that the precipitates in ͑Ga,Mn͒N may actually have a positive effect on T C . The phase diagram ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒ is asymmetric so precipitates have much less Mn than in the symmetric phase diagram obtained with simpler approximations. Thus, the eventual dominance of AF interactions in precipitates is reduced.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
MnN and ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys are investigated using the ab initio GGA+ U or the hybrid density-functional, B3LYP, formalisms. These methods are found to dramatically change electronic structure, magnetic moments, and relative stabilities compared to the more often used pure LDA or GGA methods. As a result, the experimentally observed rocksalt ground state of stoichiometric MnN is predicted in contrast to previous calculations where the fourfold zinc-blende structure is found to be most stable. The total energies of the various collinear magnetic configurations are investigated and suggest that the real configuration of zinc-blende MnN could be complex. Epitaxial calculations show that zincblende MnN can be stabilized on a InGaN substrate. ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys are investigated considering their structural stability, and a crossover at the Mn concentration of x Mn = ϳ 65% from the zinc-blende-stable alloy to rocksalt-stable alloy was found. Cluster expansion calculations show the tendency for ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys to phase separate into precipitates consisting of Mn concentrations of ϳ5 and ϳ50%. The latter is predicted to be ferromagnetic with T C = 354 K in the mean-field approximation, indicating the possibility that ferromagnetism observed in ͑Ga,Mn͒N alloys is due to the formation of Mn-rich precipitates in the zinc-blende phase.
